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December

TV

10,

center produces commercial

While it may not yet be Madison Avenue, Newberg is not as
remote as it may seem from the
world of television commercials.

this

to a
30-second commercial taped

produced

Newberg,

in

believed to be the

first.

The commercial for HandiHaven is the first venture
into the area by George Fox
College's new television pro-

craft

duction station.

Although

its

a commercial

KGW-

(Channel 8), it was a learning experience for advanced

Byers. In their conversation he
mentioned that he was going to
be in Newberg as a guest of the

television students at the col-

GFC TV

venture for Portland's

TV

who were used

as camera
men, audio technicians and
floor directors for the taping.
The cooperative effort
between the Portland station
and the college center was
"quite by accident/' according
to Glenna Jansen, one of the
owners of the new store.
She contacted the station
about a commercial to advertise the stores candy crafting
line. She met director Dick
lege,

Northwest viewers
month are being exposed
and

Page
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demonstrating the candy crafting in the background.
The student-produced commercial, which runs for a

center. From there
the idea developed of using the
college equipment and students, instead of regular studio
remote crews.
The college crew taped the
spot over a six hour period in
Mrs. Jansen's home and in the
new store at 501 East First

month on a

tion and the results, the store
owners already are making
plans for a second commercial,
one to be produced in January

Street.

The commercial uses a paid
from Portland as the
housewife and Byers as the
director. Mrs. Jansen is seen
"talent"

to run in the spring advertising

Easter candy making.

Newberg
honored
Myrland

Gilbert,

residents
at dinner

Newberg's

administrator, and
Barbara Sprouse, president of
the Herbert Hoover Foundation of Oregon, are Newberg's
city

first

1980

Service

Distinguished

Award winners.
The winners received their
awards Monday night (Nov.
24) from Mayor Eivern Hall and
George Fox College President
David Le Shana.
The "Distinguished Service
Awards" were presented by
the college at its 21st annual
$50-a-plate Newberg Community

Dinner attended by about

200 persons.
The awards

program

to

name

the city's leading citizens
was started in 1972 by the college in cooperation with the
city.

Mrs. Sprouse heads the
organization which maintains

Minthorn House
the

George Layman, Newberg attorney and former chairman
of the State Board of Higher Education, speaks at the 21st
annual Newberg Community Dinner.

in

Newberg,

boyhood home

of Presi-

dent Herbert Hoover. The
house, now a museum, was
restored and dedicated in 1955
with Hoover, then 81,
attending.

Mrs. Sprouse

many

historical

involved in
preservation

is
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Gilbert retires Tuesday
(Nov. 25) as Newberg's first
full-time administrator.

named to the

post

in

joining the city staff
city recorder.

He

He was

1975 after
in 1961 as

later

became

finance director. In addition,
from 1964-74 he was the municipal judge. He was a volunteer
Newberg fireman for 27 years,
from 1944 through 1971, serving as assistant chief the last
five years.

Gilbert

gained

national

attention in the 1970's when he,
along with City Police Chief
Herbert Hawkins, developed a
plan to use senior citizens and
the handicapped as parking
meter patrol persons. Newspaper stories of the plan

brought

responses

from

throughout the United States,

New York

City.

During Gilbert's administra-

wants
innocence

Campus

projects in Oregon. She is a
of the Board of Directors of the Oregon Historical
Society, a member of the board
of the Pittock Mansion Society,
an Oregon trustee for the
National Trust for Historical
Preservation, and a member of
the Society of Architectural
Historians.

member

including

Who

The cost

basis

rotating

throughout the day until Dec.
21, brought immediate
response, Mrs. Jansen says,
including four contacts after
the first showing.
Impressed with the produc-

n

il

oratorio 'The
was presented as

Fox
gift

to

community this
The 3 P.M.

College's
the Newberg

year.

performance

Sunday, Dec. 7, for the first
time was moved to the
college's Wheeler Sports
Center to allow more seating
for the program.
It

was

the

15th

annual

Christmas season oratorio
performance presented by the
college.
"The Messiah,"
because of its popularity, is
scheduled for performance
every three years.

tion the city has grown from a
population of 4,200 to 10,300,
the city's staff from 22 to 65,

directed by

and

choral
Bowman. Accompanying the
choir was a 30-piece orchestra,
prepared by George Fox music
division chairman Dennis

$229,000 to $1.5

new George Fox
professor John

Hagen.
In addition to the

Newberg

performance the oratorio was
repeated at 7 P.M. the same
day at the Portland First
Nazarene Church.
Accompanying was music
professor David Howard at the
organ and Ken Willson, a 1980
GFC graduate, on harpsichord.
Soloists

were Jo
and Leah

Gerig,

It is one of George Federick
Handel's later works. The
piece was first performed in
1742. It and other religious

Newberg
Pope,
Milwaukie senior, sopranos;
Sandra Chamberlin, Maupin

oratorios were composed by
the German musician after he
had reportedly undergone a
spiritual conversion.
This year's performance

Gilmore,

Joseph
alto;
George Fox vocal
professor, tenor; and Richard
Zeller, Milwaukie sophomore
and Jon Brotherton, Anchorage sophomore, basses.

sophomore,

the

city

budget

from

million.

The college also gave a spe"Good Neighbor Award" to

cial

nearby resident Ernest (Ernie)
Smith, who has lived across the
street from the main campus
for 20 years. Smith, 80, has

become

the

unofficial

"Side-

walk Superintendent" as the
college has built 13 buildings
valued at $9 million in that

Drama

span.

stuff in Neil

Le Shana cited Smith

for his

the college,
"overseeing" the many projects
that have greatly changed the

students show their
Simon's "God's
Favorite" on Nov. 14, 15, 21,

and

22.

Top
Ben

to

faithful interest in

view from his nearby home.

For nine years until 1962
Smith was a member of the
Newberg City Council. For 25
years he served on the Newberg Community Hospital
Board, and for four years he
'

was a member

of the city's
ntanninn rnmtniccinn

Bottom

Dobbeck, Michael
Ogden, Leslie Wogberg and
Richard Benham, Leah
Pope and Mark Thomas.

-

nnm®in
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Who wants innocence?
by Gail Bumala
know you. You grew up in a
Christian home. You got saved
before you were ten. Maybe it
was on a Sunday when you
I

went

church with a friend
who was trying to win the
attendence contest for Sunday
School. In any case, you've had
to

a relatively sheltered background. Sure, I know you
you're all over this campus.
Often I resent you. You
seem to call the shots and set
the atmosphere on campups
and regard me as if I have the
same background as you. You
often say that you love me, but
I'm not sure I know what that
means. Then. I hear you talk

about the kinds of people that

make you sick, and wonder
how much you'd love me if you
really knew where I come
I

it?"

Often I feel like you can't understand me at all. How can
you? You've hardly done any-

youinnocence and ignorance
of "worldly things?" Don't you
wish you could try everything
just once? Don't you ever feel
like you want to get stoned?
Maybe you wouldn't feel so
guilty if you had totally lost con-

anyone would call
know, to break one is to
break them all- but that's in
God's eyes. What do your eyes
see? Or maybe you have done
one big awful sin. Do you feel
thing that

sin.

I

initiated?
I

feel

kind of above you at

times, because I've seen more
of life and what the "real world"
is

all

My

about.

I

of

us interested

in

entering into Christian ministry
and other related humanistic
at
home, here on
campus, or abroad, have a

fields

special

role

molding our

in

environment.
Historically, the missionary

had and continues to
have tremendous significance
on our socio-economic and

factor has

world over.
In Africa, for example, it is
evident that the missionary
factor or missionary activities
political lives the

I

quite possibly have never even
considered. I resent your inno-

cence.
Don't you ever

did fascilitate independence to
the African states. Activities of
19th century missionaries like
Dr. David Livingstone of the

church Missionary Society and
Bishop Lavigere of the Holy
White Fathers, to name but
two, still echo throughout the
continent.

They

established
churches and schools with the
purpose of converting the
natives to Christianity and

To

and
to

He
of

pouring
an

others,

that we all should ape.
rather unfortunate that
the Soviet Union even at the
present time prohibits and

example
It

is

intimidates

any

Christian

activities within its jurisdiction.

Thank goodness various
denominations are

Christian

relentlessly penetrating the so

challenging,

nationalism and consequently
brought independence to the

this

states.

accomplished some day.

missionary factor

I

hope

will

be

Carol's Career Corner
jifts.

What do they

lemonade stands (maybe constrengths,
all

mean,

anyway?

We say somebody is "gifted"
at writing poetry, or that

one

else

some-

has a strong sales abil-

What do we mean by all this
mumbo-jumbo?
What people mean when
ity.

they say things like that is that
you can do some tasks well.
And usually if those tasks are
being done well enough to be
noticed, they probably are an
enjoyment to the one doing

them. So

we say those

particu-

or abilities are
"motivated"- the person wants
to use them.
lar

gifts

"Transferable Skills" is a
fancy name for those things
you've been doing all your life
that you now want to apply to a
particular job.

For example,

maybe you know someone
who at 6 years of age had a
lemonade stand. And when
she/he was 8, they had two

ning a brother or sister into
running one). And in elementary school, they were running
the magazine drive or selling
the most Boy Scout cookies or

candy. And in
high school they were campaign manager for the Student

Campfire

Body

Girls'

President,

and

in college

they worked as student manager in the Bookstore. Some of
the very same skills/abilities
are being used in each of these
situations, and they are,
obviously "motivated" because
they're used over and over,
many times with no tangible

reward to the doer.
Would this person be a good
sales

heard

I

their

for

innocence and I cried. I wanted
that innocence. I felt awe and
reverence replace my scorn.
don't know you after
think I want to know
more of you. Maybe some of
that purity will rub off. Maybe
you can make better sense of
what I struggle with spiritually.

Maybe

all.

I

Now

I

Maybe

I've

greatest

Forgive my arroPreserve your inno-

gance.
cence.

overlooked your

gift.

my
of

social issues.

was

1

disheart-

ened, however, at the sparse
response of the student body
as well as the faculty.
It is

my hope that the George

Fox community
greater

will

concern

develop a
social

for

fellow students, a

issues, including this one, for it
is my impression that in order

whom

to

acted so

the

attain

Christian
both a light

rudely

distinctive of being

and

and a preservative in the world,
the Christian community must
be aware of and competent to
deal with the issues is which the

in reading newspapers
talking that I was
embarrassed on behalf of our

who

school.
At the evening presentation,
I
felt uplifted that those who
attended were there, I believe
for the most part, because of
their commitment to be
knowledgeable and involved in

provided a well-balanced
introduction to the issue.

'Laura's Kitchen
In this day of ever rising
grocery prices, giving advice to
save money and to economize
in the kitchen is the purpose of
a cookbook recently published
by Laura Parks. Her book,
"Laura's Kitchen Economy,"
offers helpful hints for anyone's
kitchen, she said.

The Lake Oswego resident
said her book took about two
half years to write,

illustrated

and

is

by Cherry Britton, a

technical illustrator

by

cookbook

who

is

a

marriage. The
available at

is

Graham's, the Book Cellar and

Rancho Flowers
It is

in

Lake

also at the Wright

Lake

in

Bethlehem

abilities,

speaker

of

number

many

felt

Place

Skills,

constantly strug-

response I felt expressed by my
contemporaries as well as my
mentors. During the chapel
service I sensed a great deal of
apathy and lack of concern by

spoke in chapel on the spiritual
dynamics of homosexuality
along with the film that was
presented in the evening on the
social influence and power of
the homosexual movement, I

Oswego.

by Carol Jaquith

my

express

for

tion of a guest

cousin

"Iron

Though

I

After attending the chapel
services and film, though, I was
disheartened by the
quite

Crecelius, in providing
exposure to the G.F.C.
community concerning the
very sensitive issue of
homosexuality. The combina-

this curtain.

called

why

chapel

world searches for our Light.
Sincerely
Jeff Hastings

fighting

against slavery at its roots.
played a special role

out

is

between my desire to serve
the God and my desires.

the recent
efforts of our chaplain, Ron

to

was manifested
led

who was

just like to

appreciation

in

write.

that

He was

love

in

gle

the Editor:

and a

eventually

awareness

I presume."
addressing a devoted
dedicated Christian; a

"Dr. Livingstone,

reaching

considered a bullet

in

Faculty and students demonstrate
non-involvement

Curtain" in an
effort to reach out to our
brothers and sisters behind

how to read and
This education

teaching them

an

It
is not
missionary factor.
the
that
to note
startling
previous, and to a large extent
the current heads of states are
direct products of the
missionary institutions. When
Henry M. Stanely, after a
relentless search proclaimed,

Christ's

tion"

why I've suffered

"out of

feel

In other words, these states
owe their autonomy, of which
every state is proud, to the

and
humanist

That's

I've

my brain. This "better prepara-

beginnings at

George Fox College were
somewhat of a shock. I feel like
can relate to pain like you
can't, because I've seen and
experienced it in ways that you

Missionary factor influences society
Those

why

time

someone apologize

I've

living
room once and
screamed and screamed and
screamed at nobody, until I collapsed from exhaustion. That's
why I nearly went crazy. That's

of yourself just once...
often feel kind of arrogant,

life.

why

the

because my knowledge and
experience make me feel like I
must be a little better prepared
for

One

nightmares.
spent hours
and hours crying by myself into
a pillow. That's why I stood in

constant

That's

trol,

I's

by John Wafula

from

Don't you ever despise

from...

Grove and
Church

Baptist

which the family attends.
The Parks family consists of
husband Alan, employed by
Halton Tractor, Allison a
second grader at Lakewood
School and Danny who just
turned four.
Mrs. Parks says she has
been cooking for as long as she

can remember. She grew up on
a ranch where her mother took
pride in cooking well and
economically at the same time.
As a teenager she began to

cook

for

Economy'

offers helpful hints

"Food at the ranch was
planned in advance and
says,

purchased weekly.

If

something was forgotten, on
the grocery list, we made due
until the next week."
Mrs. Parks, "uses coupons a
lot and seldom pays full price
for anything," she said. She
believes in buying in quantity

whenever

possible, avoiding
using prepared food products

that can easily be made at
home, using quality ingredients
and avoiding the use of
additives. She says, "she was
amazed to find out that 75% of
people shop without a grocery
list. Being an aware shopper
pays dividends and impulse
buying must be checked if one

to be successful at being an
aware shopper."
"I thought everyone knew
how to economize," she said,
is

"but when I discovered this
wasn't the case, I tried to give
ideas in my book that have
been helpful to me."

Mrs.

Will the person who
submitted a letter to the editor
regarding a caste system
please contact The Crescent.

The

Editor

Crescent

keting representative?
The power of transferable
skills. ..especially the motivated
ones! Next issue: how to identify your transferable skills.

Staff:

News

summer.
The summer work gave her

experience and an opportunity
to practice the skills she had
learned from her mother. She
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Editors
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IsGFCSoaking students?
take you on a journey you
might otherwise never take.

by Gail Bumala

wiil

home in a foul mood
other evening. My 7:45
class convened much too early
after I stayed up until 2 A.M.
"studying" with the girls over a
piece of pie, two iced teas and
an order of fries. I was aggravated by the fact that the one
load of laundry I'd done that
day had cost me 75 cents and
then to top it off, Student
Accounts had charged me a 50

Listen and learn!" And with
that warning, the spectre
vanished.
I blinked and looked around.

arrived

I

the

damage

dollar

deposit.

So

the editor assigned me a
story on the high cost of living
on campus, I jumped at the
chance to get in my two cents
worth.

when

So in my foul mood, heated
up some chili and sat down in
I

notice that all three dryers are
vented together. When one
stops, the warm, damp air from
the other two flows right in.
Whoever did that was about as

observant as you."

Exhorbitant costs,

money

worries

and authoritarianism
Had something

hap-

really

pened? Nothing appeared
ferent in the
the fact that I

dif-

room other than
was on

my knees

on the floor. I figured I'd eaten a
moldy bean or a chili pepper,
which led to a bad dream.
I
got ready for bed and
crawled in as midnight arrived.
The clock chimed and I
remembered what the ghost
had said, but shook it off. v On

"Yeah," I said, a little aggravated at her, "but that doesn't
fact that each load
takes 75 cents now and I think
some administrators must be
lining their pockets with the

change the

we

get is lint."
"Let me see," said the ghost,
and she pulled a notepad from
her coat pocket. "Each load of
profits, while

all

"That's

nothing.

live

I

in

North Street House. You all
know what it's like." Heads
shook in sympathetic agreement. "Well, five of us live there
and pay $930 per year. Looking
at that in monthly terms, the
college is taking in an average
of $581 per month. Where does
all of that money go?"
I turned to the spirit and said,
"It's so unfair. The college is
bleeding students dry. They
can't afford to go here any
more, because they can't

on campus. How
can it be right?"
"These students only live in
afford to live

don't remain filled to capacity."
"I hadn't thought about it
that way," I said, "but there's
still the fact that we can't live

campus

on

for

all

twelve

months, so don't you think it
would be more practical to let
us live off campus where we
pay only for the amount of time

we

there?"

live

practical for who?" he
"The college would then
have to sell their excess housing, which would be apartments, and a hoard of students
would descend upon the city of
Newberg. Then landlords

"More

said.

laundry uses about 37 cents
worth of utilities to process.

That includes washing and dryFor each 75 cents put into
the appliances, Master Meter
collects 37 /2 cents and GFC
collects 37 /2 cents. Of the $7%
cents collected by the college,
20 cents go into the dorm fund
for programming and activities,

ing.

The Ghost of Deadlines Past

l

room

work on the
fallen

the last stroke, I heard a thump
in the living room, followed by

asleep, because I awoke with a
start at the chiming of the clock
and saw that it was eleven.

another series of thumps. I timopened the door and
idly
peered into the darkness. A

worked its way into
my awareness and I found

stern looking young woman in
a trenchcoat stomped up to me
and dragged me into the room.

the living
article.

to

must

I

have

A

faint

noise

myself straining to hear it. A
then a dragging, a
thump, then a dragging,
mingled with the clatter of
metal against metal. The sound
got louder and closer. The

thump,

"C'mon," she said, "we've got
places to go and people to see."
And then we were on the GFC
campus, but it looked different.
No Wheeler Sports Center, no

back door of my apartment
open and in walked an
incredible figure, stooped with
age and encased in chains. To
the end of the chain was attached an old Underwood

Hoover Academic Building, no
Macy or Sutton, no T.V. studio. The SUB was half the size
it is now and Ross Center was
yet the infamous "Hester
Dome." We were back to my

typewriter. It's thin hair swirled
about in frosty whisps, as if

freshman year

constantly stirred by an invisible breeze. The face, thin and
severe in its paleness, wailed its

know why it costs so much to
live on campus now. What are

flew

message

in

am

Ghost

the
Past!"
I

an anguished cry, "I
of

Deadlines

"Look,"

The

I

"I

just

college

know what

didn't

to do.

I'd

we doing

clear

back here?"
she said.

"Observation,"

knows

what everyone wanted to hear.
I cut everything down because
that was the thing to do and the

said to the ghost. "It only cost a
quarter to wash and a dime to
dry. Now it costs 75 cents.

way among my

That's ridiculous." My freshman self put her load into the
washer and stepped to the

O

acceptable

"At

I

"To
as

if

like that.

classes," said the ghost,

she'd read

used to do

my mind. "You

it

yourself.

You

bleeding students dry

is

"Any good

couldn't figure out

I

this

from, so

Most of the rooms were empty
and yet stereos blared and
wondered
lights were on.
where everyone could have
gone in such a hurry as to leave

want to

before. I did know that I was
darn scared. I said, "What do
you have to do with me,
ghost?" (I figured that's the way
one talks to ghosts).
"I have been sent to warn
you," it said. "These chains are
the weight of days gone by,
issues untouched and those I
avoided. I only approached
investigations that were comfortable for me. I only reported

where

"Oh," I said. What could I
say? We walked down the hall
toward the lobby and doors
stood open along the way.

and houses for
months out of the year,"
he said, "but what happens to
apartments
eight

those

I

ghost was coming
said,

least

how

you did a
little more, you might not have
to ask the question." Suddenly
we were in the laundry room of
Edwards, where carried many
loads down from second floor
that year. Someone walked in
the door with a load of laundry
and was taken back a bit when
I saw that it was me.
"Now those were the days,"

were

If

I

I

I

dryer.

you

reporter

to observe.

She opened it, then
and slammed the

scowled

objective?"
"Objective!" it hooted. "Yes,
I objected to everything! I can't

door.
"Stupid thing!" she said,
placing another dime in the

shake

dryer.
"Well, so

these chains of the
stories untold and the people I
ignored and the stories I
avoided. But your chain is
already as long as mine and you
must act now. Tonight you will
be visited by three ghosts who
off

fr om

A loZ»

my living room. peeked in and
I

there stood a rather hefty man
with silvery hair. He said,
"Good evening," and offered

me

his arm. I took it and we
were on the campus again, but
this time we were back to the

present.

He took me to a room where
there were a group of students
who seemed angry and tense. I

caught snatches of conversation here and there about shifty
deals

sometimes

it

took

I

said.

"Sometimes even after two
dimes my clothes were damp."
ghost

because you

"That's
didn't happen to
said,

and exhorbitant costs

and authoritarianism and
money worries. One fellow
stood and the assembly
quieted

down.

"Listen,"

he

a four bedroom
apartment in Lewis. Each one
of us pays $975 a year. That's
$3900 the college takes in from
each four man apartment." A
young woman stood up and
said,

more than one dime,"

The

should see the utility bill for one
of these dorms."
I woke up in my bed, my face
still hot with embarrassment.
What a dream, I thought. At
that moment the clock struck
one and I heard someone stir in

said,

"I live in

living units

when

the stu-

leave? They stand
empty, except for those used
by students working on campus during the summer."

dents

"Why
out?"

never been faced by a ghost

peers."

while the college general fund
receives 17 cents toward paying the 37 cents of utilities used.
Of course, the half cents are
the same way." She
split
looked at me for a reply.

everything going

in college.

said,

l

I

don't they rent

them

asked.

"Taxes, my dear. They can't
rent them out for the summer
to the general public. So they
have to compute the costs to
cover the twelve month period
that they have to maintain the
housing. In a four person apartment, computed on the twelve
month scale, the average rent

per person

is

Maybe

the $81.

The

utili-

the college

could name their price and
terms, which at fair market
practice would be year-long
leases. And it'll be pretty hard
to find very many four month
renters. Then when students
came back looking for oncampus housing, where would
it be?"
I'd never thought about the

whole issue that way before.
The costs and advantages

seemed a
to

little

more

in

balance

me. Maybe the college

isn't

out to fleece the students.

Then was
I

in

my living room

and the air was cold on my bare
I pinched myself to make
sure I was awake. The clock
struck two and I jumped as a

feet.

isn't

out to fleece

the students
ties for such an apartment will,
run around $40 per month. Not
to mention toilet paper, lightbulbs, furniture and mainten-

ance."
"In
if

a

an apartment off campus,

roommate moves

out, the

burden of cost falls upon those
left behind. Not so here. The
average cost per person in that
four person apartment remains
the same and even on the eight

month scale, the average rent
per month is $121. The cost is
also computed on a scale of
what

is

pancy,

called average occusince all apartments

voice behind

what

do

doing?"

I

came up

me

yelled, "Gail,

you

think you're
whirled around and
face to face with my

editor. "You're way past your
deadline," she said, "and I'm
waiting on that story."
So here is the story as it happened to this reporter on one
incredible evening time, I'm
sure, around the Christmas
holiday. Ho, ho, ho, and may

God

bless us, every one.
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by Alan Ferguson courtesy of ICA
In the last five years

commu-

military expansion has
created a holocaust such as the
world has rarely seen. Commu-

nist

have killed, tortured, murstarved or uprooted

dered,

millions of peaceloving people.

been forced to
from communist forces in
Cambodia, Laos, Vietnam,
Angola, Cuba, Mozambique,
Ethiopia and Afghanistan.

Millions have
flee

Around the world there

now

is

a massive desperate

flight

from brutal communism.

Two

to three million died in Cambodia alone from starvation and
torture. Nearly a million more
somehow managed to flee
across the borders into Thai-

Many were so weak

land.

had to be

they

and even

carried,

when they had reached

free-

they could not survive.
Everyday they were dying

And now officials
new killer famine, just

flies.

report a
as bad, threatening thousand

Cambodia.

of lives in

Cuban

In

Angola

forces

military

killed

and tortured thousands and
nearly one million fled in a race
survival.

for

In

Mozambique

the communists killed or impri-

soned

many

teachers,

Christians,

and others who were

considered

influential leaders.

Hundreds

of

thousands

these unfortunate victims

of

who

to escape now live in
old prisons and refugee camps
in Portugal.

managed

Almost one

million

have

fled

the Soviet Black Marxists in
Ethiopia and now have crossed
the border into Samalia and are
barely existing under the blazing hot sun with only meager
provisions and a polluted waste
supply. They have nothing,
barely enough food to keep
them alive from day to day.
Many are sick, especially the
children. They are the ones
who suffer the most.

And now almost one
children, mothers,

and older

escape from Afghanistan
across the rugged mountains
into Pakistan where many live
in holes in the ground or under
any kind of crude shelter they
can put together. Almost all the
children suffer from infectious
diseases. They huddle around
to

shivering in the rain
with a faraway look of bewilderment in their eyes, confusion
fires,

and dismay on

their faces.

a race and struggle to
survive. But in all this they are
free from the Russian bombing
It

and

is

killing.

Afghan Genocide
On

April 20, 1979

colorless nerve gas

used by the Russians has a
pleasant fruity order that
brings agonizing death within
fifteen minutes. It kills by being
absorbed through the skin. In
their final desperate minutes
before death, the victims suffer
convulsions, cramps, and frothing at the mouth. The village
people of Afghanistan live in
fear of their lives not knowing
which day the invaders will

weak from

sick

and

their long treck to

freedom.

Many have been
horribly

food.

massing along the border
where they can come and get

This Christmas as we enjoy
the blessings of our lives let us
remember the rest of the world
and open ourselves in doing
what we can to help fellow

relief

injured or

burned by the napalm

Only the lucky ones ever get to

Christian

a hospital or medical center.

Aid or ICA has launched a
world wide mass relief cam-

One western doctor regarded
the entire camp with a sweep of

paign to bring emergency help
to these homeless victims of

his hand saying, "They are
on the brink of death."

From

attacks. Refugee experts state
that 75 per cent of the children

bean

show signs of disease bronchitis and fevers. Many of their
faces are covered with open
sores. They are the chief vic-

camps and along

thousands

in refugee
the border.

This life giving food is prepared
in kitchens and ICA emergency centers near the refugee
camps, then taken still warm in
tank trucks to the hungry refugees. One refugee official said
"You can just see the people
returning to health after a few

Their clothes, what few they
have, are usually filthy and in
shreds from their terrible journey. They live however they
can, in tents, grass shelters, in
holes in the ground. Seventy
per cent are widows and
orphans, their husbands and
fathers killed by modern Rus-

days of

warm soybean

milk."

commu-

all

Kaijo

satellite

\jor\i\oA

tht>

But there is hope. For thousands at a refugee camp in the
mountains along the Afghanistan border help has arrived.
ICA was one of the very first
agencies to arrive with food,
shelter and medical supplies.

An

ICA

team

one

found

mother with

eight children livholes in the ground
covered over with just sticks
and mud, trying to stay warm
and alive during those cold
nights in the mountains. Immediately they set up shelters for
her and the children and gave

ing in

some

them food enough for at least
one month. Now she and her
are cared for. And
there to help for thousands of others as well.

children

ICA was

photos
torriWte

bag of

$1.50
$2.50
blankets and mattresses
$10.00
tents $50.00 ea.
lb.

rice

of dried milk

Provisions such as these can
the difference between

make

life and death for so many.
They can provide hope as

fellow human beings
struggle to survive in a foreign
land with virtually nothing.

these

WRITE:
International Christian Aid

Box 250

CA

91209
Glendale,
phone 1-800-453-9000

Meetifig

In its belltones,

Thunderous

sian weapons.

And

roars,

celestial singing.

Doctors report that most of
the children suffer from marasmus, a form of malnutrition
common to the Afghanistan villagers. They gather by the
thousands on the high and
open windy plains in refugee

For a Light
That eyes cannot behold,

camps.

Surrounding many of

Cambodian

Empty

tearful

dling

Vibrating,

Shining in a circle,
A hollow ring,

desolation

Eminating peace
surpasses

That

and

fragile

the brows of these
Children of Light
Come glimmering threads of
gold
That join in the midst of the

as dried

Many of them are so thin
one wonders how they could

room.

lived this long.

food for their families. One
doctor stated, "We are seeing
eight year old children who
weigh less than twenty
pounds."
International volunteers are
girding for another major crisis.
They are already seeing refugees struggling across the
border in worse conditionthan
last year. But ICA is there to
help with food, to keep them
alive. But much more is needed

Although a small number of
highly publicized

Cambodian

have

returned to
Cambodia, more than 95 per
cent refuse to go back saying
they will starve if they do. The
rice crop has failed. Food supplies
are almost completely
gone. Millions more are starv-

refugees

under-

From

twigs.

have

all

standing.

exhausted mothers crahollow eyed children,

thin

their

Fair faces.
This Light purifies
All that it touches,
Dispelling all darkness,

their bellies swollen, their limbs

as

walls

Make way

Nearly 80 percent of all the
refugee children from Cambodia suffer from tuberculosis
and malaria. Many are ravaged
by malnutrition and disentary.
Most pathetic is the site of the

J?

accounts and

12

can

Silence

A

to believe their own intelligence
reports. But eye witness

believers save entire communities; to help them survive and
to find our Lord.

Pervades the room
With a sound
That ears fail to hear,
Deep and lovely

troops marched into the
ing. The situation in Cambodia
Afghanistan town of Caralla,
is no better.
rounded up all the males over
the aqe of seven and shot them.
In recent months the world
Now Caralla, which had a pop- rushed in to help the stricken and we can help.
While ICA workers are busy
people of Cambodia. Large
ulation of about five thousand,
amounts of aid were shipped feeding thousands in four difis a ghost town, some of the
men escaped by dressing in into Cambodia only to be ferent refugee camps, ICA is
women's veils. One sixteen locked up in warehouses or sending emergency food conyear old survivor reported that
some of the men were only
wounded in the mass shooting
v
but were buried along with the
dead by a bulldozer as they
screamed "We are alive; don't
Rebt lV dining
bury us!"
5
God
And now in recent weeks
news reports from Afganistan
state that the Soviet invaders
have attacked several villages
with poison gases that even
Hitler would not use. The implications are so hideous that
American analysts do not want
nist

refugees.

all

offices

milk, Asia's health food,

daily to

tims of the Russian invasion
and suffer the most.
The children suffer the
worst. Most have no shoes.

Nobody knows just how
many refugees die every day.

a world wide holocaust.
International

orphans, the sick, the hungry;
providing clothing, tents,
blankets, and medical aid to
these victims.
International Christian Aid is
mass feeding high protein soy-

plains, to safety in Pakistan.

them are

Cambodian and Afghan

around the world the ICA staff
is busy day and night coordinating and providing help for

mountain passes

thousands are coming to get
family sized bags of rice. As

many as 500,000 starving Cambodians are now reported to be

communism.

through deep snow, across
banefully cold windswept

Cambodian border where

We

can rush food,
blankets, medical supplies, and
other emergency aid to them.
ICA is busy everyday providing
help to these thousands of
pie.

allowed to open; no free access
was given to distribute the

It is

the thousands
they have fled across the high,

of

loads of rice directly to the

And

And so by

Many

voys consisting of several truck

who control the country. Only
a small amount was ever given
the Cambodians themto
selves. No hospitals were

Christians bring

come.

rugged

taken over by the Communists

million

men have somehow managed

•little

One

truth.

dom
like

1980

10,

holocaust was only the beginning

WWII
nists

December

The Crescent

•

•

We

must help

Luminous and beautiful,
They begin to weave a web
Of radiant color.
It is

no
end in sight to the communist
massacres. Their inhumane
use of nerve gas and the
In Afghanistan there

is

slaughter of entire villages is
continuing. Although there is
talk of possible Russian withdrawl, they will not give up
what they have taken. They
simply do not do that. Around
the world daily headlines tell us
the grim facts. And unless we
provide help for these unfortunate victims it will be the end of

the road for many,

many

peo-

a picture of joy

For our

spirit

eyes to feast

upon.
Purity in heart
Quenches the thirst
world,
And the wisdom

left

Which
Is

by the

idiots can comprehend
exchanged through the

Simple touch
Of fair hands,

As the friends of Peace
Shake farewell.

by Erin Meadows

December

10,

The Crescent
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NEXUS
The mustard seed has
crunchy and healthy vegies for
the energy you need. Grapefruit 6/$1.00. Oranges
20/$1.00. Sunflower seeds
$1.25 lb. Sesame stix $1.56 lb.
Granoia $1.15 lb. The Mustard
Seed is just west of Springbrook Plaza on 99W.

You can
work done

receive credit for

The Crescent
student publication. Inter
ested? Contact Richard Engnell at ext. 269 or anyone on
The Crescent staff.

Need a

for

ride to the airport

Dec.

Friday,

on

anytime
between 7:00 A.M.-8:00 A.M.
Willing to pay for gas. Please
contact: Lena Jessup, Box 107
or Newlin #3.
12,

Kathy Bodin and Chris David, directors of the Sherwood Campus Life Program, are seen
here "breaking the ice" in one of their weekly group activities. The "ice breakers" are
designed to relieve tension and let the students get better acquainted. They are done at
the opening of each meeting.

Campus
Here

at George Fox College
students are becoming
involved in active ministries
throughout the area. One of
these areas is the Campus Life

many

program.

The Campus

Life

program is

designed for ministry to high
school age students and in the
case of Sherwood High School,
the program is operated by
four George Fox Students.

The two

directors for this high
school are the only college students acting as staff members
in the Portland area. They are
Kathy Bodin and Chris Davis.
This is their first year together

Sherwood and all signs indicate that the combination is
successful with their group of
thirty five students growing
with almost every meeting.
Chris Davis, a sophomore
transfer from Sterling College

at

Group

Life

Language Arts/Education

ited as a staff

major who, along with the asso-

Kansas, was recrumember by Jim
Braddy, a previous pastor from
Chris' Anchorage, Alaska and
now director of the Portland
area Campus Life program.
Chris is a Christian Ministries
major and is receiving five
credit hoyrs of field experie-

nce

Linda

Shana announced Wednesday
(Oct. 22).

George Fox College's

first

musical theater production of
the year was performed
Monday Nov. 24. The
production was Buryl Red's
musical "Acts" which was
directed by GFC professor
Joseph Gilmore.

Mr. and Mrs. Sam Stewert, a
former Newberg couple, now
living in Portland, have turned
over to George Fox College a
$615,000 uni-trust, the largest
ever for the college. The gift
involves a 67-acre tract of land
in north Newberg.

activities,

and running a weekly

new

member

will meet others from
school and share in an
experience that will give him
the feeling that he's not alone,
that someone cares and hopefully help him better understand himself and others.

The meetings are the focal
point of the week's activities
bring the student to Christ.

You can

his

Eventually
staff will

the

Campus

Life

Kathy

call

big brother

Chris

and

and
sister

guidance counselors or lav,
ministers but the term that L
the simplest and the one that
best describes these two isChristians.

reach out and help

Miller.

third year of involvement with

Campus Life. She became a
member last year along

staff

with Gayle Beebe, a

dent

on

together

GFC

consortium,
they

directed

Sherwood group. Kathy

A

stu-

and
the
a

is

at

Portland has given George Fox
College a gift of $400,000,
college President David Le

through sports events, visiting
the campus during school

meeting for the students,
and visitations. Here, the

Kathy Bodin is a senior in her

The

of

members, receives
no class credits for their time.
Both Kathy and Chris put in
an average of twenty hours per
week with the Sherwood group

ciate staff

hours, planning and directing

for his staff job.

Kathy and Chris have given
their time because they enjoy
kids, see a need and want to do
something to help. The same is
true for their two assistant staff
members, Steve Bury and

the largest for an Oregon
private college, has been
awarded to George Fox
College to carry out five
projects on campus to reduce'

Foundation

Run By Students

in Sterling,

The third blood collection
challenge between Yamhill
County's two colleges has
resulted in a George Fox win.
donated 126 pints
Linfield
(11.5% of the student body)
while George Fox donated 139
pints (19% of the student
body).

Collins

Is

United

States

Department grant

Energy

of $15,072,

use of electricity and gas.

Chris takes time out for a "noogy"

The increase in enrollment
George Fox College this fall
keeps with a nationwide
pattern

for

small

#

colleges,

apt

according to the national
Council for the Advancement
of Small Colleges. At GFC

#

enrollment this year is 745, the
eighth consecutive year of
growth with the colleges
enrollment climbing nearly 75
percent since 1972.

SECRETARIAL SERVICE

FERGUSON

Are you tired of
typing your papers?

Rexall Drugs
PRESCRIPTION DRUGGISTS

PHONE 538-2421
302 FIRST

ST.,

NEWBERG, OREGON

for

Call Lisa Harrison
your secretarial needs.

all

404 W. 5th

538-6691
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Former

did not take long to see that

Ron's vivacious personality
God is working with faculty was being further molded and
members to create unity and that God was preparing his
help students solidify Christian heart for a dynamic ministry.
values. College chaplain Ron
After graduating from
Crecelius is an excellent exam- George Fox he became a traple of how God is changing
people's lives. It is hard to
imagine that Ron Crecelius
was once in conflict with Chris-

and was reluctant

tian ideals

submit his

came

Ron

to

He has been working

velling world-evangelist, carry-

chaplain.

the Good News of the
gospel abroad. Life has taken
many turns for Ron Crecelius.
Some years later, after travelling throughout the country,
he returned to GFC as school

closely with

ing

to

to the Lord.

life

Newberg

searching for an acquaintance
who was supposed to be
attending George Fox. He had

faculty

and

stu-

dents to help secure a spiritual

and academic bond combining
methods of discipline and love

Forest Grove and won, only
around and win
first place the following year.
The third year, they were ivited
to sing as guest performers!
This proved to be the beginning of yet another adventure
to turn right

travelling about. He had
been in the Air Force twice, the
second time relieved because
of injury, and was roaming
about without real purpose or
goal.
Perhaps the farthest
thought from his mind at the
time was to become a Christian, evangelize, or seek God's
will in his life. But GFC proved
to be the place where he would
tie-up loose ends, form new

of

relationships,

and

new

set

his

GED.

It

provided him wim a job
where he ministered to others,

later

teaching

truths

from God's

word.

to

with-hold his conversion experience until almost the end of
his
senior year.
Once he

begrudgingly yielded to the
Lord, God was able to turn
Ron's strong-willed nature into
determination for His will.

When
Ron

day came, which
can vision, he dedi-

that

still

cated his life to God through
faith and grasped the promises
of God. One important truth
which was meaningful to him
and which he still constantly

John 3:16. On that
verse he began building to stabilize his shakey foundation. It
relies

on

is

by Scott Young
How would a
name

of

radical

the 1600's by the

in

George Fox know that
would sweep west-

his ideas

new

to the

new

world, blaze

minds of
such men as William Penn and
Daniel Boone and follow in a
family that would help mold the
frontiers in the

future of the northwest.
Dan Dunn an assistant director of admissions for George

Fox

College in Newberg,
Oregon has kept a record of his

family's history that dates

back

through eight generatins of pioneers that includes the legendary Daniel Boone.
Dan Dunn's full name is
Robert Daniel Dunn and he
along with his forefathers have
kept all or part of the name
Daniel

Boone

Boone
was born in England in 1625. In
that same year George Fox
was born in England. George
Boone and his wife Sarah were
Daniel Boone. George

names

in their

throughout the generations.
The recorded history of the
Boone family starts with
George Boone, Grandfather of

newly formed
Society of Friends which was
started by George Fox. It is

members

of the

famous

Boones
Quaker

In the early 1700's

many reli-

quite likely that the

knew

this

A

The
Cambridge
Kivar

NASB
•
•
•
•
•

B
V

Inquiries invited:

at

shape

fashion since

life

has

in

a

his

early

really

positive

teen

He has become sensitive

years.

to individual needs, seeing and
helping to provide an opportunity for students to exercise
his or her talents. Furthermore
he stresses the importance of a
climate that is conducive to
creativity, fellowship and suc-

cessful

academic and

spiritual

growth.

George Fox

is

fortunate to

have many inspiring and dedifaculty members like
Ron Crecelius. It is people like
Ron Crecelius that have helped

cated

build up a positive attitude of
learning at GFC. But more

at

demic learning, and

spiritual

growth.

Center References

Concordance
Bible Paper

Red Lettering
Only $11.95

New

He

along

with

relatives

Robert

Daniel

Dunn.

Dan Dunn's record

of his

farmed the land successfully
and became an important part
of the taming of the northwest.

family's history tells us not only

name was
Wright Boone and he

Quakers that left England and
through their descendents
helped to form and are still
forming America.

Daniel's

full

grandfather

of

Daniel
is the

George Fox

College's assistant director of

of the legendary Daniel Boone
but of a pioneering family of

v

Penn had purchased a large
amount of land in the new
world. Many families went with
the growing tide of people
heading for this new land and
among them was the father of

Daniel Boone, George Boone
the younger.
Daniel Boone grew up in a
Quaker family and was a
Quaker himself. He preferred
k

Dan Dunn,

assistant director of admissions, recalls his heritage.

First year

German offered

area to Kentucky and then
westward again to Missouri.

addition to tirst-year
Spanish, as listed in the

Daniel's grandsons then
moved west to the Rockies.
Thomas Boone, a grandson
of Daniel Boone, settled in Illinois in 1865. While there, relatives from the Oregon territory
came and persuaded Thomas'
two sons Daniel and Ruben to
return with them to Oregon.
Daniel then moved north into

catalog, the college will co-

In

operate with

OEPBS Campus

of the Air in offering

German by video

year

first-

cas-

The weekly TV series
"Guten Tag In Deutschland"

sette.

be used, along with a
textbook
self-instructional
and records available in the
bookstore. German, 101,
102, 103 may be taken as an

will

elective, with two hours of
college credit each term for
three terms. Enrollment in
the course should begin in
the fall term. Tuition per
credit hour will be the same
as for regular college or
lifelong learning courses.

first-year
German
course may not be used this
year to fulfill the foreign
language credits under

This

modes
the

of

communication

general

in

education pro-

gram.

DUNKEN*S Men's Wear
406 East

538-5250

First

The "Guten Tag" video
cassettes will be available for

individual viewing and rein the Minthorn Hall

view

self-instruction

•

Hanes Thermals $2.00 rebate
30-50% off
Jackets

•

Pants

•

$14.88-16.88

were $56.00

now
•
York. N.Y. KX)22

his

admissions,

the Society of Friends
received word that a powerful
Quaker leader named William

your college bookstore

Bible Department. 32 East 57th Street.

Washington with the rest of his
October of 1877.

relatives in

of

and local Bible bookstores.

CUP

Crecelius'

taken

nervous

gious groups in England were
being persecuted under the
rule of Queen Ann. Members

• Sport Jackets
Available

Ron

one

is

their ministry.

leader.

to wear the traditional Quaker
hat rather than the "coon skin
cap" as many legends picture
him.
Daniel Boone and his sons
moved from the Philadelphia

NA

had

Daniel Boone's descendents help form America

ward

like

var-

a busy man! He
various community/church-related functions,

mitting his life to Him, thus
going on to meet many new
and exciting challenges. This
however, was a rather slow

He managed

is in

than that, they have helped
George Fox College to function smoothly, stimulate aca-

broadened

Ron

preacher

process for him, kind of

around

travelled

speaks

Most importantly, it was at
George Fox that he accepted
the Lord into his heart, com-

pulling teeth.

chapel.

With

the goal to further his educa-

Ron obtained

called,

ious parts of the world serving
the Lord. They soon recorded
several albums which further

goals,

solidify his identity.

tion,

which Ron also followed-up.
The "Four Flats", as they were

Ron Crecelius introduces guest speaker during

Ron

breakdown!

Cor.), trans-

in

Arkansas,
Ron had quit high school in lieu

responsibilities.

even

(II

turning points in Crecelius' life.

from

many

transformed and renewed his

vocalize for fun. They entered
a barbershop quartet contest

Originally

for

students and friends. As chaplain, his role-title umbrellas

heart and mind

Newberg. This was later to
of the most valued

become one

still

be accessible

to

blessed and directed him. As
Ron puts it, he has become a
new creature in Christ, putting
away the "old self (II Cor.),

small, but blossoming, college

from Arkansas to
Portland, and wound up at a
travelled

and

prioritizing his time,

manages

charge of deputation, chapels
and works closely with both
faculty
and student body.
Furthermore, he heads up Missions Emphasis Week, speaks
frequently for groups, colleges
and conventions and has not

over 14 years. Since that
transitional point during his
senior year, the Lord has

for

formed and renewed his heart
and mind (II Tim.), put on the
armor of God (Eph. 4), claimed
God's love in his life and is now
sharing God's love with others.
Ron also took on another

in

arrow

militant agitator turned straight

Sport Shirts

$39.00

1/2 price

lab,

Mon-

days through Thursdays 7:30
A.M. to 10:00 P.M., Fridays
7:30 A.M. to 5:00 P.M., and
Saturdays 9:00 A.M. to
Noon. Bob Gilmore and Julie

Hobbs

will serve as coordinators and resource persons

for this
course.

new

self-instructional
Inquiries about the
course may be directed to
Bob Gilmore at Minthorn
Hall room * 201,
or call
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Dream comes
Her book was an interm

Most
being

fifth

graders dream of

football

astro-

stars,

and nursesPeggy Gering her dream

nauts, actresses,
for

was to write a book.
Even though her first work
was never completed, she continued to write an occasional
story or poem while she was
growing up. She never felt her
talent was "special" or of any.
her par-

significant value, but

ents offered
encouragement.

much

her

prostudy, that involved one
month's work for a total of six

ject

hours of credit.
Miss Gering is a PsychologySociology major and has an
Associated Arts Degree from
Freeman. Her future plans
include finishing school here at
Fox, and then she commented,
not really concerned
about my future- God will show
me what He has for me when

Tm
He

is

ready."

The book was completed

school her interest
photography and she learned to
develop her own pictures.
She attended Freeman Junior College in Freeman, South
Dakota before coming to
George Fox. Her Freshman
and Sophomore years she
began to develop her writing
In high

moved more toward

style. "I usually write

when

I'm

really
up or really
down," Miss Gering said.

feeling

before her 20th birthday. "I
wanted it to depict the teen
years," she said. "It was a good
experience, and I will always
have the option to do another

someday."

Her poems and pictures
have appeared in "Young
Ambassador", "Editor", "The
Northern Light", and "The
Crescent".
It

of a

was difficult for her to think
title,

but after

much consid-

now

I'm going to write, most
times it just doesn't work that
way," Miss Gering said. "I feel
that the words come from God

when He has something
"I

often get frustrated

want to

cynicism. I'm not a cynical person, but it just comes out on
the paper- its like a release."
She likes to write about inconsistencies and the things she
feels are not right in the world.
Miss Gering enjoys drama
and acting, reading, people,
nature- especially sunsets,
photography, and when her
studies allow- socializing. She
also enjoys travelling. "I love
seeing new places, she said,
I've travelled quite a bit, but I've
never seen the ocean." Then
she grinned and said, "I'm

going

over Thanksgiving

she

purchased

said smiling.
Some of

involved

in

the printing pro-

cess. This experience

when she comher pictures and poems

helpful
piled

proved

later

together in her
"Expressions"

first

book

Her book
tures,

of

poems and

pic-

"Expressions" can be

George Fox

at the

Book Store
Miss

I

time," said Miss Gering. "My
poems contain lots of symbolism and often a fair amount of

added.
Ever since she was able to
help out in the printery shop,
she has learned various jobs

myself,"

when

write, but can't find the

vacation."

of

to

say."

eration, "Expressions",
seemed to fit the theme best.
"The poems and pictures are
expressions

GFC junior

true for

pictures are usually the
inspirational force behind my
poems, and the people around
me inspire my writings too, she

My
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Students enjoy Tilikum

facilities

during mini-term.

for $2.95 a copy.

Gering's

poems and stories were written
during times of pressure from
school and studies, struggles
with emotions, and prayerful
seeking of God's will. "Sometimes I just pick up the pen and
write- the words just flow, but I
can't always sit down and say,

Biblical perspective affects teaching
by Debbie Blom

tacted as

Loken's ghost no longer
haunts room 207 of the Hoover
Academic Building. "The only
affect I felt from Loken, was the
caution taken by the administration while hiring me," Jim
Foster said in an interview

eral arts colleges as possible

November

25.

Foster, the new psychology
prof, taught part-time as teaching associate for three years at
Ohio State University before
coming to Fox. This year is his

many

Christian

lib-

give a subject." Foster tries to

on
the West Coast. "George Fox
had a need and so did I," Foster

give both points of view and let
students share their own ideas

said

when

asked

and some

Fox

to

more freedom at

integrate his biblical

teaching job.
Being originally from Portland, Foster and his wife Gale
decided the West Coast was

perspective within the materials covered in class. "As a person, I have my own biblical
perspective," Foster said,

the place to be and moved to
Portland jobless. Foster con-

"which affects what I cover and
how much time and attention I

Penned Poem

A

Are

The east end

is

where we have

a ball
Jerry O'Neal controls that hall;
All-Sports Stan in two-o-three,
Shares a room with Pre-Med
Barry;
Across the way live Kevin and

Dan,

Dan enjoys

Bible

and Kevin

in

Band;

Tim and Ted Sherman are the
soccer twins,

You can

tell

their bruised
in

to

room

with

rambunctious Kevin;
Three B's Brian likes business
and bikes,
Big Roger Miller can do what
he likes;
Music wise Darrell can write

own

in;

Jeff and Bust-it-up
Dave,
Are teaching the hall how not
to behave;
Our vocal members Richard
and Mark,
Are into music and theater

corn-arts;

Stretch Rick and Brad
height of the floor,

the

women
Rob,
Musicians

Our Hawaiian man Tim has

who work hard

at

their jobs;

Then again Ed our caring R.A.,
Things just don't work when he
goes away;
No diverse group has there
ever been,

Than Ever-Eddy's bunch

PENN

tunes

been in monsoons;
Next down the hall
Morgan and Ed,

adore;

The west-end pair Mark M. and

heaven,

Cause he has

brings

Bad joking

2

MEN!!

"is

They met

hearts.

whatever the stereo

into

Are ministries majors that the

by

and battered shins;
Muscle-clad Mike is not

Bonnie Jerke; Edwards new R.D., smiles for the camera.

at Fox,"
not as competitive among the faculty and
administration as Ohio State;
but there's more cooperation,
friendliness and mutual concern here."
At the moment, Jim and
Gale Foster anxiously await
the arrival of their baby, due
April 21. "We're going through
the normal parental behavior
patterns," Foster announced,
"of buying baby things, fixing
up the baby's room and picking
out names."
One could say Foster and his
wife were childhood sweet-

Foster said,

don't."

Foster feels

in class.

"The atmosphere

decided to teach here.
"In the classroom, the students are the same here as at
Ohio State," Foster said,
"some don't read the text,
some ask intelligent questions

first full-time

his

through discussions

how he

at St.

Johns

Westlinn Church when they
were young and attended the
school. Jim and
Gale spoke the marriage vows
to each other between their
Sophomore and Junior years

same high

at Seattle Pacific College.

Gale quit college and never
major to
help put Foster through
finished her business

She

school.

started in

Ohio

doing clerical work for the corporate office of a discount
chain. During a year Gale
moved from assistant buyer to
the high pressure job of buyer,
trips to New York and
California buying for the dis-

making

count chain.
Foster received his Ph.D. in
Developmental Psychology at
Ohio State, a major accomplishment in his life; and a B.S.
Degree, with a double major in
Psychology and Biology, at
Seattle Pacific College.

Steve

Steve reads biology while Ed
studies bed;
Their south side neighbors
Russ D. and Tim,

538-9797
BJ's Photo Stubio

Business Opportunities
Address and stuff envelopes at home. $800 per
month possible. Offer, send $1.00 (refundable) to:

RENTAL DARKROOMS
FILM & SUPPLIES

Triple "S", 869-C Juniper

Pinon
510 X.

FIRST

NEW3ERO

538-2015

Hills,

CA

Road

92372

NEWBERG TOYS

& HOBBIES

SPECIALIZING IN
FLYING MODELS AND ROCKETS

MINIATURE FURNITURE

EUROPEAN TOYS & BOOKS
AVALON-HILL & TSR GAMES

,
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Tilikum provides retreat experiences
and animal life while P.E.
students learn canoeing.
During the summer Tilikum

by Zee Nickerson

A

hundred years ago there
was a location the Chinook
Indians called Tilikum meaning

hires

working

a

Tilikum is now a camp

dairy,
available

said

camp

necessary

director

camp

1970

in

when

continue

their

archery,

farm for a retreat
center.
In the past ten years the

92-acre

skills

Fawver

said,

"The retreats

overnight and come back in
time for class. "It could be
uplifting."

weekend."

100 people is planned.
Tilikum is in the process of
buying the farm, across the
street from the village. Fawver

Fawver would

the
ways.
Retreats are one example. He

facilities

used

like

in different

a living-learning experience
rather than on campus. This is
more than just a dream.
have a ten page plan to provide

meaningful and spiritually

are paid for with $2,000 of the
put
president's budget.
together as many packages as
possible. Some retreats are
only for an evening, some 24
hours and still others last a full

We

hopes that eventually students
will be able to live there for a
term as an alternative to going
on consortium. "This would be

We

In the future, Fawver said,
"we'd like to involve GFC in
outdoor education programs in

form

alternate

an

conjunction with public
schools." A lodge to house 80-

education."
"No goal
climb with

of

too high if we
care and confi-

is

dence," said Fawver. If Gary
has it his way, Tilikum is just
the beginning.

and

through-

out the summer.

Fawver stressed, "Our goal
open doors through which
participants can pass to
is

churches;

Christian
response to a troubled world

and college student
emphasizing

spiritual

retreats

growth.

Tilikum, an adjunct program
of George Fox College, is a
retreat facility located seven
miles from Newberg. In 1975 it

!

1

became

part of the "college
umbrella."
Facilities

include

Illahee

i

House, retreat center

for 25;
the multi-purpose building, and

the Quiet Place, a small chapel.
The Quiet Place is free of
charge and equipped with a
heater, couch, desk and chair.
Activities include canoeing,
fishing, walking, bumper puck,

ping

first-air,

conoeing,

creative opportunities.

said students could come out
about 4:00, eat dinner, stay

staff

strengthening the entire family
unit, planning and retooling for
local

The students

learning

developmental

has provided
various kinds of retreat
experiences with goals of
Tilikum

skills for

varius activities.

Russell

and Irene Baker donated

full-

day camps.
Day camps consist of
operating and supervising

Gary Fawver. Tilikum became
a

Ten

Students spend one
weekend training in the

student use Monday
through Friday.
"The student is part of the

for

retreat,"

students.

time students work for credit,
salary or work-study. Some
internships and part-time jobs
are available.

"friend" or "friendly place."

Once

GFC

Later in the year there will be
another Easter retreat as weil
as an open retreat for some

pong,

volleyball,

box

hockey,
basketball, and the

to

discover the excitement of a
biblically focused Christian life.
This includes increased selfunderstanding, feelings of
personal worth, and a
deepened experience with the
Lord. Plus new interpersonal
awareness, and a consciousness of human responsibility in
God and the environment.
The camp isn't idle during
the winter either, according to
Fawver. There is more day use

I

the time, Outdoor Schools
are frequently there. "Tilikum
really is a year around facility."
A number of college retreats
are held during the year. There
have been Minority Student
Union, resident assistant, and
engaged couples retreats.

all

Camp

set
Tilikum before winter weather

in.

ii

"big swing."

What's Bruin?

For

safety purposes,
canoeing and swimming are
allowed only in groups due to
necessary supervision and
insurance. Fawver said

Ask

students should
call before
coining to the camp especially

on weekends.
Fawver said

Lori

Anderson who

is tall,

rugged and outdoor looking.

that Tilikum has

your toast done yet? Fire
alarms began ringing in Carey
Hall when Kerri Filosi decided
to pop the bread out of her
Is

developed curriculum advantages for the college. The
biology and physical education
departments learn the theory.
It can then be applied on the

toaster after 10 minutes!
to go Kewwi!

grounds by examining plant

nn^ n
i

«<

Way

Ask

you want a real
If
entertaining evening... come to
Carey Hall and watch Jerry
Murphy and Ed Roth do tap
and ballet dancing! Way to
PLE-A

w

Wh <*^Wh »«%W

team

did the basketball

Ed Roth when he played

basketball?
Lisa,

Diana

nighties... heh,

^(

What
call

Eddie!

Ask Synda,

and

Tammy Stockman

about Dense Forests.

Colleen,

about

their

Ask Mike Ogden

heh, heh!

d|f%

m

*

if

his

water

pipe leaks.

m

t^fk

i

Heather Gordon: More approachable than most
by Christy McNulty
As

section

second

flutes

leader
the

in

of

the

George

Fox College Concert Band,
freshman Heather Gordon
combines both intentness and
an easy-going mood that
relaxes those around her and

makes her more approachable
than the more serious-minded
musicians.

Heather began her music
career playing the piano, an
instrument she feels confident
on and also is useful for taking
frustrations out on. By the
sixth grade, Heather tired of
"tickling the ivory" and was
given an open-holed flute- one
requiring the player to cover
holes that are on the keys- for
Christmas.
"I really began to practice a

lot after that,"

she

said. "Until

I

one of my finger-nails
broken off in one of the holes!"

"On Sunday mornings you

me all dressed up for

got

could find

Soon after that incident, Miss
Gordon bought a standard,

evening I would be delivering
papers to little old ladies to
keep up my flute lesson
payments!"
Heather's first year at GFC
brought her the distinction of
band secretary and section

closed holed flute.
In the span of one year,

Heather progressed from
chair in her

band

to

first

last

and

branched out into other areas
music like the marching and
symphonic bands.

of

a church recital,

and by

that

leader of the second flutes. Her
current responsibilities include
making sure the second flutes
know their parts and relaying
messages between director
Dennis Hagen and the section.

Says fellow flutist Margaret
Smith of Heather, "She is
totally unpredictable; one
minute she'll be playing right
along, and the next, she'll
unconsciously do something to

make me

laugh."

have my moments," said
Heather reflecting on the time
that she was to play a solo while
"I

S>

^C>

XL*

usually likes to listen to

it

more

than trying to play it. She also
enjoys trying to knock some of
the first-flutists off of their "high
horses". "Our eyes may get
bigger when we come to tricky
runs in the music, but even if
we have to fake through it, it's a
lot of fun showing the "firsts"
that the "seconds" are just as
good as they are."
Eventually, Heather would
like to perform professionally
with a major symphony
orchestra or possibly teach
music, but until then she seems
satisfied
relief to

adding some comic
GFC band.

the

-rfiO-

40f

Newberg Drug
606

4T

trying to suppress a sneeze.
"Halfway through the solo, the
sneeze came out through the
flute in what must have been a
high C#."
Classical music is Heather's
secret vice, although she

£. First

538-4211

December

10,
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Randy Renfro is a nineteen
year old student from Rogue
River. Majoring in Physical
Education, he would like to
become a physical education
teacher with a minor in
training.

Enthusiasm

and

Outdoor

activities

interest

Randy, especially backpacking, playing football and
soccer, and running. He also
enjoys music, especially Christian

rock and

roll

and

jazz.

When asked why he became
D.J. on KGFC, Randy replied,
"because I had always been fas-

music

cinated in radio and also, they
needed help/' The thing that
Randy likes best about
is the idea of playing "good,
Christian music."

make

Randy feels that enthusiasm
and twice as much music as
talking make up a good radio

KGFC

program.

TheTwink's
program

He

also believes that

a good selection of music is
needed and that different types
of music should be mixed to
make a creative whole.
"The radio station is a real
asset to the college," says
Randy. He would like to see
more support from both the
students and the faculty.
Randy would also like to see
the airplay expand so ALL the
buildings on campus can tune
into KGFC and hear it clearly.
Randy, or better known as
"The Twihk," can be heard on
Tuesday evenings, from 8:00 to
10:00.

Donuts • Cookies • Cake • Milk

•

615 East

Open

First

Mon-Fri

Newberg, Oregon
538-6964

7:00 AM-4:00

Sat 7:00

AM-12

PM

noon

CLOSED SUNDAYS

TOUCH of HEAVEN
BOOKSTORE
Students and faculty show their true- talents at the yearly production of Musical

Comedy

Night.

BOOKS
RECORDS

•
Your Total Pet Supply

•

LiV Critters
PET CENTER
312

E. First,

Newberg,

Come

and TAPES

hear Evie's Christmas album.

20% OFF

OR
|

lany
Snakes

• GIFTS

!

RECORD

TAPE
with coupon
or

Good through December

Birds

Mammals

AND SEE OUR UNIQUE DISPLAY OF REPTILES
OPEN DAILY TO SERVE YOUR EVERY NEED FROM 10 to 6.
CLOSED SUNDAY.

COME

IN

TOUCH
in

of

1980

HEAVEN

the Springbrook Plaza
538-1104
Open

10-8

Weekdays •

10-5 Saturday
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Men's basketball opens season with tournament
George Fox College will
meet 12 regular season teams,
all but one NAIA District 2
colleges, in a 27-game
basketball slate starting Dec.

4.

Athletic

and

Director

basketball coach

Sam

Willard

announced

the schedule,
which takes the Bruins to eight
cities in Oregon and Idaho.

tournament are Point

After the Tip-Off the Bruins
their regular season Dec.
12 in Forest Grove with Pacific
University.
In the Willcuts-Twenge

open

will

Idaho, and

Sports Center, being used for

GFC on the college
and Newberg, Canby,
Madison and Sunset on the

mm

The Bruins have

10

home-

on the road.

game

the Bruins will continue
annual Christmas Week

tournament

game

Pacific,

an

with

NCAA

Seattle

squad and

non-NAIA team.

Willard,

Newberg and

Bruins

college

leaders killed this summer in an
airplane crash. Four colleges
and four high school squads
will compete in the two-day,

The

I

the

four

face

-

I

affair.

Bruins

open

their

the

NAIA

hosting

College of Education and
Eastern Oregon. The Bruins
challenge five other
will

teams

--

District 2 Tip-Off, including the

independent

championship game Dec. 6.
The tourney begins Dec. 4 with
George Fox meeting Pacific,
and Warner Pacific meeting
Eastern Oregon. Four teams
in
a two-day tourney at

Northwest Nazarene, Western

Warner

Baptist,

Concordia

fifth

returning starters as the Bruins
on an 18-12 season last

The Bruins have been

Pacific,
College of

and

pre-

by NAIA District 2
coaches to be one of the top
four teams in the 20-team district. Led by 6-11 Hille van der
Kooy, a potential All-American
candidate, the Bruins have four
starters returning from a team

dicted

was 18-12

last year.

optimistic Bruins
opened their season Dec. 4,

The

hosting the three-day district
Tip-Off Tournament, giving the
Bruins a bonus of three extra
home games this season. They

won

the game.

Idaho.

Hille

Willamette University move to
George Fox for the championship

his

build

that

season

starting

season with the Bruins, has
recruited some top in and outof-state talent to go with four

year.

season the
Northwest
Conference teams-- Willamette, Lewis and Clark,
They'll
Linfield and Pacific.
meet two former Evergreen
Oregon
Conference foes

During

-

Dec. 18-19

single
the only

the fourth year.

for the third year,

but this year with a new name-the Ron Willcuts Dale Twenge
Memorial Classic, honoring

two

in a single
Caldwell, and have a

College of Idaho
in

will start at

level.

and-home matches, face

And

home

season

regular

division,

have 16 games at home in
Wheeler Sports Center, and 11

their

All

games

7:30 P.M. in
Miller Gymnasium or Wheeler

high-school

The Newberg Bruins

Loma

Concordia, College of

(Calif.),

van der Kooy overpowers opponent at jump

circle.

finals.

GFC women start basketball season

Bruin Schedule
DATE

LOCATION

COLLEGES:

four returners and
eight new players, the George
Fox College women's basketball team got its 1980-81 season

playing in the wing position.

underway Dec. 2 at home.
Second year coach Jan Bar-

positions.

With

Dec.

TIP-OFF

4-6

Newberg

Pacific University

12
13
16
18-19

Forest Grove

Seattle Pacific University

Newberg

Linfieid College

McMinnville

Newberg

Willcuts-Twenge Classic

Jan.

Lewis

23

&

Clark College

Portland

Linfield College

6
9

Willamette University
Oregon College of Education
Western Baptist College
Warner Pacific College

Newberg
Newberg
Newberg

10
13
16
17

Pacific University

Newberg

23

Concordia College

Portland

24
30

Willamette University
Lewis
Clark

Salem

&

Salem
Portland

Newberg

Cuerden, is a sophomore from
Newberg; will contribute from
the wing and occasional post
Participating

low, referring to her veterans,
says she is "pleased with the

year

maturity I see that these girls
have gained from previous
experience."
"With the returners we have
both inside and outside threats
which, in turn, our new people
compliment," Barlow says.
"I expect the new people to
give us added strength on the
inside," says Barlow. "They

Nichols.

will give added speed and
an outside threat to the squad."

also

3

Concordia College

Newberg
Eastern Oregon State College Newberg
Northwest Nazarene College Newberg
Northwest Nazarene College Nampa, ID

6
7
13
14
16

College of Idaho
Caldwell, ID
Eastern Oregon State College LaGrande
Western Baptist College
Newberg
Warner Pacific College
Newberg
NAIA District 2 Play-Off
TBA

20
21
27-28

Ron

Willcuts-Dale
Christmas Classic

George

Fox

College's

annual Christmas season bastournament will be
ketball

renamed the Ron WillcutsDale Twenge Memorial Classic
in honor of two Newberg men

who died in an airplane crash in
Eastern Oregon

in

June.

Both men were George Fox
alumni, active in the college
basketball program as players
and supporters.
Announcement of the
renaming of the former "Bruin

Twenge

This year's tournament, the
third, will be Dec. 18-19. It
annually involves four high
school and four college teams
in separate brackets.
Families of both men, at the
time of their death, requested
establishment of athletic funds
in their names at the college to
receive memorial gifts. More
than $3,100 has been received.
It will be used to establish a
permanent endowment to partially

support

tniirnampnt

the

annual

"I

think we'll

do

well."

Returning players for the
Bruins include Debbie Wall,
Roxy Cate, Connie Olson and
Debby Cuerden. Wall is a
senior from Dallas, Ore. Both
her sophomore and junior
years at GFC, Wall received

Women's Conference of Independent Colleges AllConference second team
honors for her performances at
Last year Wall also
the team's
award and broke her previous
seasonal rebounding record,
post.

MVP

received

setting

it

at 245.

Cate returns to her second
year as point guard for the

George Fox women. She is a
sophomore from Lntiat, Wash.
Last year Cate set the season's
record for assists at 54.
Olson and Cuerden also are
returning to the Bruins line-up.

at the post

George Fox

Six freshmen are included in
this
season's Bruin roster.
Karen Gurske, Forest Grove;

schools in the league and the
Bruins will face the other five
schools twice in home-and-

Debra

home

and

Kilinger

Linda

is a junior
Nichols is a

Kilinger

Albany.

sophomore from Weippe,
Idaho. Both

will

be

Bender, Gardena,
and Wendy Rauch,
Canby, will be contributing as
Calif.;
,

posts.
.

Freshmen guards are Laurie
Moro, Ore.; Merritt
Walker, Ferndale, Calif.; and
Fritts,

Kellie Carlsen,

North Powder,

Ore.

Manager
year

is

for the Bruins this

freshman Teresa Groff

from Albany.

The Bruin women opened
with the University of Portland

come down."

"I see us maturing as the season progresses," says Barlow.

are

position.

from

Barlow, also the Bruins volcoach, says she expects
the basketball squad to do
"fairly well." "Because we're
young," she says, "we might
tend to make mistakes, but if
we relax and get our shooting
percentage up, the turnovers
will

first

are learning to settle down on
the court.
The squad faces a 27-game
slate with fewer than half that
really "count" for the top prizechampionship of the WCIC.

Lynn

leyball

Feb.

for their

in college basketball

,

Dec. 2, in a nonconference encounter. The
score was 77-63, U. of P. Dec.
4-6 the Bruin women participated in a Tip-Off tournament
in Salem, they played well, and

at 7 P.M.,

is

one

of

six

contests.
After tomorrow's contest,
Dec. 11, with Western Baptist
in Newberg, its a 25-day layoff
until the next game, Jan. 5.
The first league contest is in
Tacoma, Jan. 9 with Pacific
Lutheran University.
Thirteen of the games this
season are at home, starting at
7 P.M. on most nights, except
5:30 P.M. games when they
precede the men's competition.

»

December

GFC women volleyball players awarded

Eric Smith: Vital Recruit

It

Smith comes to George
Fox College from Whittier,
California. Smith had a lot of
Eric

make

decisions to

picking
twenty-

in
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George Fox since
seven schools wanted

his

basketball talents.

Smith played for Whittier
School where he

Christian

all four years of high
Recognition started
when Smith made all league as
a sophomore. His junior and
senior years were another

"When

preparing myself for

the Bruin season last summer",
Smith said, "I pushed myself
too hard and reinsured my
back." This setback put him in
bed for a few days. He is being
extra cautious so he does not
have to red shirt this season.
Smith said his injuries are for a
reason and he is learning
patience through them.

for

was a repeat performance
two George Fox College

volleyball

women

as they

won

the same season-ending
awards for the second year in a
row.

Denise Iverson, a Ridgefield,
Wash, sophomore, has been

named Most Inspirational. She
won the same honor last fall,
also being named Most
Valuable.

attended

right foot.

The following summer Smith

Smith said, "If we keep team
and acknowledge the
Lord we will make it to the
playoffs." He has high hopes
for his team. According to

today? Well, according to
Butch Hart they still do. During
a soccer game against Reed

Smith, college basketball is a
lot more physical than high

at

scouts attended these games".
Smith's back injury also

began that summer. "I have
pulled muscles and have c
grinding disc which makes ms
muscles contract." This is still
the problem of this season's
warm-up time. It has been a

Do

unity

He

feels

that

his

experiences in the summer
league helped prepare him for
the change.

games at California colleges.
This was the beneficial part for
his college career. Smith said,
"I got alot of publicity because

The most important factor in
Eric picking George Fox is that
it
was God's will for his life.
"The Lord

led

me

through

scripture, prayer, injuries,

parents,

and

job,

injuries,

my

financial needs", said Eric, "I

have peace about being here
because I know it is God's will".

slow healing process.

miracles

still

happen

was positioned
back. Suddenly an
offensive player kicked the ball
and caught the side of Butch's
head. He fell, stunned but was
up and ready to play again after
only a few seconds. Little did
he know internal bleeding
started to occur. A fellow
teammate informed him that
his eye was full of blood. So
Butch was then taken to the
College, Butch
full

hopspital.

During his stay, Butch was
required to have complete bed

A

bandage covered both
eyes, so for two days he had no
sight. Butch wasn't bitter about
the accident, he looked at it
like, "It's just one of those
rest.

things that happen/'
Eric plans

Despite the injuries Eric was
ready to play his senior year.

Three games
smith broke

his left foot.

preseason

games

into the

season
In

Smith

averaged 18-20 points a game.

chiropractic

on opening up a
clinic

news"
Coach Sam Willard flew him
down to visit George Fox.
from

his

"scouting

with

his

brother Rex. They feel this
could be a real ministry for the
Lord. He is planning on
majoring in pre-med while at
Fox. His brother just started
Chiropractic school this fall.

Smith does
After discovering Eric Smith

like

activities

other than basketball. He
enjoys water and snow skiing,
playing his guitar, and being a
D.J. for

KGFC.

Scouts set out to find the top

basketball

100

Special honors went to two

Ankeny and Alynn
Thompson, Portland.
The women finished their
season a week ago with a 4-15
seniors,

would call all individuals that
because anyone dropping out
before the seasons end would
have meant an end to the team
because of limited number (7)

record.

Soccer awards given
goalie

George Fox College soccer
John Bellamy has been
named the team's Most Valua-

the year with a record of two
wins, eight losses and two ties.

ble Player. Bellamy, a Seattle

The

was chosen in seasonend awards ceremonies on
campus.
Selected as Most Inspirational was Tim Sherman, a San

loss to

senior,

Tim Lynch,
sophomore from Sequim,
Wash., was tabbed Most

Jose, Calif., senior.

The Bruin soccer men ended

Although the record was not
first-year
coach
Bruce Crossfield was not
impressive,
displeased.

"I

Improved.

The

leading goal-producer
for the Bruins, with five, was

freshman

Lantz Collignon,
Three of those
goals came in the Bruin's win
Irvine,

Calif.

players

really

enjoyed

working

with the players this year and I
feel we did improve quite a bit
toward the end of the year," he
said.

over Pacific University.

BJ's Pioto Sroitfj

realized the value of his eyes

and how much he had taken
"sight" for granted. It was not
only a physical healing, but
spiritually as well.
There was a fear of

would

rebleeding

which

demand an
Butch had

operation.

God

graduating from high school. If
coaches have paid for these
services they receive a list
describing the statistics and
personality of each player

game produced a 4-1
Concordia College of

final

Portland.

But

no problems
and his eyes

RENTAL DARKROOMS

healed extremely fast. Butch
was released from the hospital
only two days with
after
complete sight back.

players.

basketball

Butch informed us that he
had a growing period in which
he became closer to God. He

whatsoever

Smith said that the coaches
pay a scouting service to
recruit

Colleges/posi-

Miracles

school.

played in a summer league and
also played some "pick up"

Independent
tion.

of players.

school.

story. After playing two games
his junior year he broke his

Also, Konda Clark was
named to an honorable mention Women's Conference of

Also repeating as a winner is
Paula Ankeny, a Rockaway,
Ore. senior, and a 1977 Newberg High graduate. She has
been named Most Improved.
The team voted to alter its
traditional naming of a Most
Valuable Player, deciding they

laid his

FILM & SUPPLIES

hands on Butch

during this trauma and blessed
his eyes. God still uses miracles
today and Butch Hart is just

one example of God's loving
and kind mercy.

:

listed.

640 b.

538-2048

Bruin media best in nation
George Fox College's 1980
track media guide has been
named best in the nation for
small colleges.

The 20-page press book was
selected

contest

a

in

con-

ducted by the national College
Sports Information Directors
Association (CoSIDA).

The award is the sixth
received by the college this
year for its sports publications.
Earlier the National Associa-

rounr

Selection for the awards is
based on content, design and
usefulness.

HUGE SAVINGS

The publications were
designed and compiled by
Sports Information Director
Barry Hubbell. They were
printed by Barclay Press,

-SPECIAL-

Newberg.

Darrell's Athletic
For the games people play.

10°/<o

off

tion of Intercollegiate Athletics

(NAIA) named the George Fox
basketball press guide the
nation's best among more than

NAIA schools and ranked
the college's basketball pro-

550

grams

fifth

nationally.

on

10% OFF
George Fox College

In earlier

CoSIDA

publica-

George Fox
programs were

tion contests the

basketball

named second

Student Special

first

Style or

Perm

OFFER GOOD THRU DECEMBER

r
A WilToag^bys

*

^BEAUTY PRODUGTS

Through December 24

nationally, the

media guide was
judged third, and the Bruin
pocket schedules for basketball were ranked fourth in the
basketball

special publication category.

The track media guide,

in

x 9 inch format, includes

a4

STORE HOURS: 10-6 M-TH, 10-9 F,
SPRINGBROOK PLAZA

ADIDAS
SPOT-BILT

•

SPALDING

•

indi-

and team information,
school and district records,
season outlook, and informa-

•

PUMA

•

NIKE

CONVERSE • WILSON
RAWLINGS • RIDDELL

vidual

tion

about

athletic

the

college,

its

program, mascot,

coaches and

athletic facilities.

Newberg

• 538-9333 Tigard • 620-9333
McMinnville • 472-2094

10-5

SAT

DAY OR EVENING APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE AT

HAIR
DESIGN
IN

THE MAX
OPEN

10-6 TUE-SAT EVE.

APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE.

CALL 538-6957
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Use Our Layaway

Family Apparel

Springbrook

December

Merry Christmas
George Fox College!

538-7306

Mens Kennington®

10,

Prices

shirts

Jr.

good through 12-17-80

Size Fashion

Tops

• Assorted small plaids

Terry or knit

& pocket

• Sleeve

Short sleeved

button trim
Sizes

S-M-L-XL
•

Jr.

sizes

Reg. $20.00

Reg. $12.99

Now

Now

Mens

$14.96

Levi® Brand Cords

Jr.

• Choice of 4 colors

Work

Pants

• By Dickie®

R eg. $17.50

• Slight bell leg

NOW

$13.96

Flannel

Gowns

• Sizes 29-42

Warm Long

Fashion

$9.96

Reg. $15.99

• 6 colors

NOW

• Sizes 24-36

His

& Her

$11.96

Size Fashion Jeans

• By Graffiti

R e g* $17.99

• Designer pockets

NOW

• Sizes 27-32

Your choice of

styles

100% cotton
• Sizes S-M-L

Coupon

Ladies Fashion Belts

Reg $7 99

• All sizes

Now

• Black or brown

$5.96

HATS
ENTIRE STOCK!

Felt-like, Straw,

•

Many

to

Reg. $1.99

Now

&

2.29

$ 1#2 6

Special

COWBOY
•

$14.99

Canvas 2-Zip tote bag
• Choose from

Corduroy

Choose From

many

colors

• Buckle shoulder strap
• Fancy Stitch design

^<

• With This Coupon!!

Reg. $10.99

Now

';ed pri<

$8.96

Expires 12-17-80

December Hours:
Monday-Saturday
12-9 Sunday
10-9

The HUB will be open Christmas Eve 10:00 to 5:00 for
your shopping convenience. We will be closed
Christmas Day and we will re-open at 10:00 the day
after Christmas.

1980

